Expression of interest for Year 1/2 Hoop Time

Dear Parents,

The Year 1/2 McDonald’s’ Hoop Time Minis Basketball Day will be held on Wednesday 16th September 2015 at MSAC: 375 Albert Rd, Melbourne.

McDonalds’ Hoop Time and McDonald’s Skill, Fun & Play have joined forces in the program called McDonald’s Hoop Time Minis. The initiative was created to provide Year 1 and 2 students with a unique, safe and fun learning experience where they can test out their basketball skills and be introduced to the sport in a supportive and non-competitive environment. McDonald’s Hoop Time Minis days are split into two sections.

The morning session consists of McDonalds’ Skill, Fun and Play skill development with coaches encouraging kids to have a go and build their confidence in the areas of dribbling, passing and shooting. The afternoon session gives the kids an opportunity to put their newly-developed skills into practice in some fun games whereby team spirit and working together is promoted.

If you are interested in your child attending on this day there will be a cost involved, roughly around $25 which covers the cost of the day and transport to and from the venue.

Could you please fill in the following form and return it no later than FRIDAY 11 SEPTEMBER as we will need to finalise numbers and costs for the day.

The Year 1 and 2 teachers will be in attendance on the day. No late entries will be accepted.

If you are not interested in your child attending you do not need to complete this form.

Thank you in advance
Samantha Robinson

My child........................................................................................................ in Year .................

Will be attending Hoop Time on Wednesday 16 September 2015

Parent/Guardian Signature..............................................................................